Internet Access

Wifi SSID: CERN or CERNa

Start your browser, fill out a Network connection form

For contact person information:
Laurie Hemery -OR- Rama Calaga
CERN Department; BE

CERN Group: RF

We will try to approve ASAP
Lunch: Restaurant 2 Closest
Dinner: Dec 10 - Tuesday

The workshop dinner at the restaurant *l'Insolite* in Ornex.
Transport: **Bldg.39/40** at 19:00 for external visitors
AB Meeting & Wednesday Sessions

Workshop is officially finished Tuesday evening
- Advisory board meeting with session chairs 17:30-18:30

Wednesday is reserved for technical/collaboration discussions:
- Develop cavity evaluation criteria
- Common cavity-cryomodule interfaces
- Safety standards & regulations
- Common repositories for technical data
- Schedule